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A Method of Calculation of Integrals of Products 
of Radial Atomic Wave Functions 

By Stephan Ormonde and Jerald S. Dick 

Abstract. A simple computational procedure for the calculation of certain use- 
ful integrals in atomic physics is described. The procedure has been compared with 
other techniques and was found to be superior. 

1. Introduction. The numerical integration of radial integrodifferential equations 
encountered in some problems of atomic physics invariably requires the computa- 
tion of functions consisting of integrals over products of radial atomic wave func- 
tions (1, 2). In this paper, we describe a simple iterative procedure for the construc- 
tion and evaluation of such functions by a computer. The procedure is applicable 
whenever the radial wave functions are known- in analytic form. Our method is 
more accurate and computationally faster than the quadrature procedures usually 
employed. It also permits the computation of the functions at any point of the 
integration grid without requiring the cumulative values at the preceding grid 
points. 

The present procedure was originally developed for use in a computer program 
applied to a problem in scattering theory [3]. The radial equations which must be 
solved to determine the cross sections for the scattering of low energy electrons by 
atoms are defined by Percival and Seaton [4]. In a slightly different notation, these 
equations can be written 

( 1 ) d2Fes (r!= E- , [Vij(r) - Wij(r)]Fj(r). dr 2 

The first term on the right-hand side of equation (1) is the so-called "direct po- 
tential" defined by 

(2) VLj(r) = - + E fx(ll 12 11'12'; L)yx(Pni1Pn'1j' ; r) 

with 

YX(Pni1Pn'i1'; r) = I f xP,iz(X)Pnli1,(x) dx 

(3) 00 
+ rX / ?X--lPn1j(x)Pn,',,(x) dx, 

where 

fX(111211'12'; L) = (1112L I Px(r ir2)1 11121L). 

(See [41 for definition of the symbols.) We are interested in the computation of the 
"potential integrals" defined by equation (3). 
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2. The Iterative Procedure. The necessary recurrence for mulae are derived below 
for the simple case of the hvdrogeni atom. For simplicity, consider only the first 
integral. on the right-hand Side of equation (3) 

(4) = f xxPn1(x)Pn,i,(x) (.x 

The functions P,Iv(x) are defined by 

P t(X) =rka x), 

Rnl(x) = 
- L(2z)3 (n-I-i)x +( 

n)2[n+ 1) ]13fJ Gz n) (n ~~ 

T21+1lXI nl-1-i ()k+1[(n +1 )!l2(XI)k , 2z 
L,nL-1X = X - X 

k=O k1c(n - ] -k)!(2l + 1 + k)!' n 

(see [5]). Substituting these expressions in equation (4) and collecting the con- 
stants, we have 

(5) YI=k kV J dxx"+211 e x ak Xk bk, Xk' 
k-O k-i 

where v nl, v 't', a = z(1/n + 1/n'), 

(2Z 1+3/ 
(2z),l+3/2 {(n -1- 1)!(nl l1 - 1)!(n + 1)!(n' +I ')! 

n 4nn'( 
( - -1 !n 

(n) 
ak k!(21 + 1 + k)!(n - - I -k) 

an-d similarly for bk' 

Now let m = n -1-,m' = n'-1'-l,andq X+2+I+1'.Fora 
given pair of atomic states, m and m' are defined uniquetly, and the possible values 
of X are determiined by the usual selection rules on the matrix elements [4]. Write 
the integral in equation (5) in the form 

(6) r1= j dX (co + c1 x + * + c x'), 

where 

co abo , cp = ambn', p=mn + m', 

cl = aob1 + albo, etc. 

The integrals in equation (6) are all of the formn 
rr 

(7) I= eC'xa' dx 

with the recurrence relation 

7.= -! r7a A+ I._ i - > I 
a a 
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1 
Io= -(1 - 

The evaluation of y, can now proceed in a number of ways. 
Applying equation (7) to equation (6), we have 

I CpIp+q + Cp-IIp+q-1 + .. + CoIq 

- _ _!e-ar| CrP+q + p + q + cp_l) rP+q-l + 

+ ((p P a + cw_l) 
p 

+ c, ) rp+q-2 +... 
+ ~~ + q + Cq1 p + q + -2 

[ ( + c_LP + cp P + Cp-3\P .. 

+ co] Iq 

The calculations can be further simplified by defining the set of coefficients 

Dp+q = cp, 

c_= p + q + cp+l- 

Dq (pP a+-q+ C"_1 P- + q! + +co) 

With this and equation (7) on 4, we obtain 

I -1 e-ar {Dp+qrP+q + + Dp+qkrP+-k + + D0r q 
a 

e- iarDo{q r421+ + q(q - k)rq-k + + 

+ D0,q! 
a q+1 

Or, in a more compact notation 

(8) I Dq! _ !e-arDqq! D > + r Djr4. 
aO+1 a j -iaai(q -j) jq 

Similarly, for the second integral in equation (3), we have 

t= -X + 1 + + 1' 

and instead of equation (7) 
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J= exdx= dx er + !?j-1, J ? 1, 
a a 

Jo='e. 
a 

The final expression is 

(10) = e arDtt , + E Der}' 
a, j=iai(t ..1)!+Zj r; 

where the Di' is defined like the Di with q replaced by t. 
The final expression for yx is readily obtained from 

(11) Yx = K^^t %<E>+1 + rXJ}. 

We note that, as required, the first term from equation (8) takes caire of the first 
term on the right-hand side of equation (2) whenever i = j and X = 0. Also note 
that for a many electron-atom the above procedure can be easily modified by replac- 
igg the functions P.z(x) with. the one-electron orbitals usually given in the form 

(12) .R(r) = Ecr n-1e-air 

(see [61). 

3. Numerical Results. A simple FORTRAN code has beeni written to evaluate 
equation (11). The only input parameters,required are the principal and angular 
mnomentum quantum numbers n and 1, the values of X, and the grid point. The 
code was tested extensively for various combinations of n, 1 and X and the results 
compared with those of a similar code based on a quadrature rule. The analytic 
method here described has proved to be invariably superior, being accurate to 
seven significant figures, whereas the quadrature procedure was usually accurate to 
four significant figures and for some of the higher values of n, to two figtures only. 
Some selected examples are given below: 

Formula 
Functior r Quadrature (Equation 11) Exact 

yo1(P0, Pio) 1.0 7.300178 (- 1) 7.293294 (- 1) 7.293294 (- 1) 
yi(Pio , P31) 0.625 75.328259 (-2) 5.305263 (-2) 5.305262 (-2) 

2.5 5.962321 (-2) 5.957444 (-2) 5.957444 (-2) 
10.0 5.174112 (-3) 5.175395 (-3) 5.175395 (-3) 
37.0 3.773509 (-4) 3.774209 (-4) 3.774209 (-4) 

yi(P30 , P41) 37.5 3.860894 (-3) 3.884487 (-3) 3.884489 (-3) 
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